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Abstract. In this paper we give the exact formulas for the so-called moduli

of near convexity of the Baernstein space. This space is frequently used in the

geometric theory of Banach spaces and in other branches of nonlinar functional

analysis.

1. Introduction

In the classical geometry of Banach spaces the concepts of strict convexity

and uniform convexity play very important roles and are successfully used in
nonlinear functional analysis, operator theory and optimal control theory (cf.

[7, 8, 13, 20], for example). Particularly, the concept of the modulus of convexity

associated with the concept of uniform convexity seems to be a very useful tool
that allows us to measure the convexity of Banach spaces and to select a class

of spaces having normal structure and being reflexive, for example [10].

In the last years a lot of papers have appeared containing interesting general-

izations of the concepts mentioned above. Namely, using the notion of a mea-
sure of noncompactness, Huff [12] and, independently, Goebel and Sekowski

[11] introduced the concept of near convexity in Banach spaces. These papers
together with the paper [16] initiated a new subject of the geometry of Banach

spaces, which depends on the study of some properties of Banach spaces from
the view point of compactness conditions. The central role in this subject is

played by the concept of the modulus of near convexity defined below. With
the help of this modulus we can define several useful classes of Banach spaces
being more general than those selected in the classical theory. By this regard
the notion of the modulus of near convexity is very applicable in numerous
branches of functional analysis (cf. [3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19] and
references therein).

In order to define the basic concepts investigated in this paper let us assume

that (E, || • ||) is an infinite-dimensional Banach space with the zero element

0.  Denote by Ue the closed unit ball in E.  If X is a set in E, then by
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conv X and Conv X we denote the convex hull and the closed convex hull of

X, respectively.
Next, let X be a nonempty and bounded subset of E. Recall that the

Hausdorff measure of noncompactness x(X) of X is defined by

XÍX) = inf{e > 0: X admits a finite e-net in E}.

Similarly, we can define the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness

a(x) = inf{e > 0: X admits a finite covering by sets

of diameters smaller than £}.

For the properties of measures of noncompactness we refer to the monographs
[1, 5], for example.

Now, let us recall that the modulus of near convexity of the space E is the

function

A£:[0, 1] — [0, 1]

defined by the formula

A£(e) = inf{l -dist(0, X): X c UE, X = ConvX, x(X) > s}.

Analogously we can define the modulus of near convexity Ae associated with

the Kuratowski measure a. Obviously, A^: [0, 2] -» [0, 1].

In the case when Af(e) > 0 (or A£(e) > 0) for e > 0 we say that E is

nearly uniformly convex.
Recall that every nearly uniformly convex Banach space is reflexive and has

normal structure [11]. On the other hand there are Banach spaces that are nearly

uniformly convex and have bad geometrical structure from the view point of the
classical geometry of Banach spaces. For example, the well-known Day space is

of such a type [11].
In the next section we show that also the Baernstein space can be considered

as the example of a space that is very bad in the classical theory but very nice

from the view point of compactness conditions.

2. Baernstein space and its moduli of near convexity

At the beginning we define the Baernstein space B which will be studied

in this section. Denote by A the set of all sequences (yk) of finite subsets

of natural numbers such that cardy^ < nxinyk and maxyk < minyk+x for
k = 1,2,.... Now, let B be the space of all real sequences x = (x„) such

that

\x\\ = sup < £ EN
fc=l \ieyk

21 '/2

: (yn) £ A } < oo.

It was shown in [2] that (B, \\ • ||) is a reflexive Banach space which does not
possess the Banach-Saks property (cf. also [18]). On the other hand Partington

[16] showed that B is nearly uniformly convex without calculating the moduli

of near convexity.

Let us emphasize that the Baernstein space B is very useful in this part of

geometry of Banach spaces which is connected with the notions described in
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Section 1 (cf. [6, 14, 15, 16], for instance). For this reason we will calculate
the exact formulas expressing the moduli of near convexity of this space.

In what follows let e„ = (<$„,-) (« = 1, 2, ... ) be the standard basis of the

space B.  Write 7?„ for the projection of B onto the subspace lin{e, : / >

« + 1} , i.e., if x = (Xi) £ B, then Rnx = (0,... , 0, xn+x, x„+2, ...) and

(I-Rn)x = (xx, x2, ... , x„, 0, 0,...). Next, for a fixed (yk) £ A and x £ B
let us denote

i?k)x = E E w
k=\   \i£yk

The following two lemmas will be crucial for our purpose.

Lemma 1 [16]. For every x £ B and « £ N the following inequality holds

\\x\\2>\\iI-Rn)x\\2 + \\Rnx\\2.

Lemma 2. Let x £ B, e > 0 and « £ N. Then there exists q £ N, q > n,
such that

\\x\\2<\\iI-Rq)x\\2 + \\Rqx\\2 + e.

Proof. Fix x £ B, e > 0 and « £ N. Then we can find iyk) £ A such that

IWI2<(y*)* + e = ¿[5]w) +fi.
k=\  \i€yk       J

On the other hand choose ko £ N such that max y^ > n. Then, putting

q = max yko we have

in2<e(ew) + E few) +e
k=\  \ieyk       J        k=ko+l  \i£yk       J

<||(7-7î?)x||2 + ||/<?x||2 + £,

which ends the proof.
Now, let us observe that the set {e¡: i £ N} forms the standard basis of

B. This implies that the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness of a set X,

X c B, can be expressed by the formula [5]

XiX) = lim {sup[||7î„x|| : x £ X]}.
n—>oo

Further, let us fix e > 0 and choose a closed and convex subset X of Ub

such that xiX) > e . Without loss of generality we can assume that %iX) > e .

Because of \\Rnx\\ > ||7<„+ix|| for any x £ B and « £ N, we have that the
sequence of numbers sup[||7\„x||: x £ X] is nonincreasing. Thus there exists

a sequence (jc„) c X with the property ||7?„x„|| > e, « £ N. Even more,

II^K-Xmll > £ for m > « , « = 1, 2, .... In view of reflexivity of B we can find
a subsequence of ix„) (which will be denoted also by (x„)) converging weakly

to some z £ B.
Next, fix arbitrarily ô > 0. Then, taking into account Lemma 2 we can find

q £N such that

||z||2<||(7-7c(?)z||2 + ||7c(7z||2 + (5
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and simultaneously

\\Rqz\\ < S.

On the other hand for « > q we have

(1) 1 > \\x„\\2 > ||(7 - Rq)xn\\2 + \\Rqx„\\2 > ||(7 - 7<,)x„||2 + e2.

Since (I - Rq)x„ converges weakly to (7 - Rq)z, we get

liminfWil - Rq)xn\\>\\il - Rq)z\\.
n—*oo

Consequently, by virtue of (1) we obtain

1 > ||(/ - Rq)z\\2 + e2 > Ikll2 - P^ll2 -S + e2> \\z\\2 -ô2-ô + e2.

Because 6 was chosen arbitrary, this implies

l-e2>||z||2.

Combining the above inequality and the fact that z £ X we have

Vl-e2 > dist(0, X).

This yields

Vl-e2 > sup{dist(0, X) : X = ConvX, X c UB, x(X)>e}

and finally

(2) 1 - Vl-e2 < Aß(e).

For further purposes let us consider the vectors in B of the form

n      «

u„ = Vl -e2ex + -E J1 ̂ 2' + e2'+[ +'" + e2'+'-i)»

« = 1,2,.... The following lemma will be needed in what follows.

Lemma 3. For every « e N the equality

\\Un\\ = iiy'k)un)1'2

holds, where y'k = {2k~l, 2k~l + 1,..., 2k - 1} for k = 1, 2,..., n + 1 and
y'k is arbitrary for k > « + 2.

Proof. Put Ax = {iyk) £ A: \\u„\\ = Hyk)u„)[/2}. Then Ax ¿ 0 because un is
representable with the help of a finite number of vectors of the basis.

Suppose there exists « £ N such that

KIIXWK)1/2-

Then iy'k) $ Ax and we can define the mapping

T:AX ^N

by putting

T((yk)) = min C{J(y'i\yi)Y

Next, let us choose (ßk) £ Ax such that

(3) T((ßk)) = max{T((yk)):(yk)£Ax}.
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Denote the above number by p . Then there is a number s,se{l,2,...,« +
1} , such that 2s~l < p < 2s - 1. Now, let

r = min{/ £ N: fi¡ n {2n+l, 2"+1 + 1,...}/ 0}.

Define (ß'k) as

ß'k = {2*-1, 2*"" + 1,..., 2k - 1}   for fc = 1, 2.s

and

# = &+,_,_, n{2"+,,2"+1-r-l,...}   for*>5+l.

Then ß'k = ßk for k = 1,2,... , s - I and ß'k = ßk+r-s-X for fc > s + 2.
Moreover, we have

(eki) +Íeki) ^e(eki) .
\i€Ä / \ieß's+l / k=s  \i€ßk j

where we have denoted

u„ = (uln,ul,...).

This means that (ß'k)un > (ß„)u„ . Now, we have two possibilities:

1. (ß'k)u„ > (ßk)un = \\un\\2. But this contradicts the definition of the norm
in B.

2. (ß'k)u„ — (ßk)un . In this case (ß'k) £ Ax and consequently

T((ß'k))>T>T((ßk)),

which contradicts (3). Thus the proof is complete.

Now, let us consider the set Y = {yn : n £ N} , where

y„ = VT - e2i>i +ee„+x

for «= 1,2,... . Put X = Con\Y. Then x(X) = e.
In view of the equality dist(0, X) = dist(0, conv Y) and taking into account

that every element w £ conv Y has the form

k

w = \/l - e2ex + « E a'e'
i=\

where a, > 0 and 53/=i a¡' — l » we mfer tnat ll^ll ^ Vl - e2 • This implies

dist(0, X) > Vl-e2.

On the other hand observe that the set X contains the vectors u„   (« =
1,2,...) defined before. According to Lemma 3 we have that

l|w«ll = ((^)"")1/2

for « = 1, 2, ... . This implies

Kll = ((7k)un)l/2 = (1 - e2 + e2/«)'/2 -» VT^2

when « —► oo. Consequently we get

dist(0,X) = \/l-e2
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and finally

AB(e) < 1 - Vl-e2.

This inequality in conjunction with (2) yields

(4) AB(e) = l-Vl-e2,       ee[0,l].

Now, let us direct our attention to the modulus of noncompact convexity AB

associated with the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness a. In view of a

result established in [3] we have

(5) AB(e) > AB(e/2) = 1 - yl\ - (e/2)2

for £ e [0,2],   On the other hand consider the set  G = Conv{g„: « =

1,2,...}, where

I      ~¿i        g
gn = yi - -4^1 + 2e"+i

for n = 1,2, ... . Then, by the same reasoning as above we can infer

dist(0, G) = y/l-e2/4.

Apart from this it is easy to verify that \\gn - gm\\ = e for « ^ m . This implies

(cf. [1]) that a(G)>e.
Hence, keeping in mind (5) we obtain

(6) AB(e) = l-^/l- e2/4,        ee[0,2].

Finally, we summarize the results obtained above in the following theorem.

Theorem. The moduli of near convexity of the Baernstein space B can be ex-
pressed by the formulas (4) and (6).

Observe that in virtue of the above theorem we infer that the Baernstein

space B is nearly uniformly convex. This allows us to deduce [11] that it is

reflexive and has normal structure.
Moreover, let us notice that from the view point of the "compactness ge-

ometry" of Banach spaces the structure of the Baernstein space is similar to

the structure of a Hilbert space. Indeed, the modulus of near convexity Aß

expressed by (4) is exactly the same as the modulus of convexity of a Hilbert

space in the classical sense [10].
On the other hand let us mention that the Baernstein space B has very bad

geometrical structure from the classical view point. In fact, it is easily seen that
the segment joining the points en and en+x lies in the unit sphere of the space

B. Thus B is not a strictly convex space; consequently it is not uniformly

convex in the classical sense (cf. [13]).
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